Special Thanks
To all the Music Faculty,
All participants,
Tyler Twombly, Jake
Meginsky, Reid Ginoza
and your Music SEPC
Reps: Jessa Brown and
Natalie Rose Apar.

SPRING MUSIC
FESTIVAL

Tuesday
May 2\textsuperscript{th}, 2006

8pm
Deane Carriage Barn
“Fanfare for Two Trumpets”        Igor Stravinsky
Katie Beudert and Ron Anderson
Two Trumpets

“Sonata Op. 10 No. 1 in C minor”        Ludwig Von Beethoven
Elizabeth Sculley
Piano

“1st Gymnopedie”        Erik Satie
Stefan Anderson
Piano

“Prelude & Fugue VI in D minor”        Johann Sebastian Bach
Marie Valigorsky
Piano

“Big River Rising”        Original Composition
Tom Waits, Original Arrangement
Daniel Lefkowitz
Guitar, Voice and Harmonica

“Green Dolphin Street”        Tyler Twombly
“Body and Soul”        Tyler Twombly
Bruce Williamson and Mike Del Prete
Piano and Bass

“Ostinato”        Bela Bartok
Marie Valigrosky and Willie Finckel
Two Pianos

9pm in the Downstairs Café
John Kirk’s
Traditional Music
and
Appalachian Ensembles

“My Man’s Gone Now”        George Gershwin
Annie Schwartz and Daniel Koppel
Voice and Piano